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INVOLVEMENT AND COMMUNICATION
ON FACE BOOK: EXPLORING
INTERACTION PATTERNS OF
PERSONALITY AND ADULT

ATTACHMENT STYLES

Abstract

The study is intended to explore individuals’ involvement
and interaction on Facebook as an outcome of personality dimensions,
and attachment styles. Participants (N=383) Facebook users included
60.3% females with an age range of 18-27 years (means = 22.47±2.91).
Results suggested that extraversion (β=.12, p<.05) and neuroticism
(β=.15, p<.05) predicted Facebook usage (intensity), and effects of
neuroticism is moderated by secure attachment style (β interaction= -
.23, p<.01). Social interaction on Facebook was predicted by
extraversion (β=.14, p<.05) and the effects was moderated by secure
attachment style (β interaction= -.16, p<.05). It is concluded that
computer mediated communication on social networking sites is a
complex phenomenon and shall be studied as a consequence of
interaction between personal and environmental factors.
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Introduction

Psychological needs instigate humans to strive and struggle
for their fulfillment throughout their life span (Ellison & Lampe, 2007).
Belongingness is a basic psychological need. To belong to a place or
person, one has to develop and maintain social relations. In a social
setup individuals constantly try to belong and attach to others
through communication and social interaction. Technological
advancement has changed the interaction patterns by globalizing
communication. The modern society now offers vast modes of
interaction from cellular services to electronic mediated.

Internet has opened many new avenues through which
people can communicate and socialize. Among these social networking
sites-SNSs (i.e., Facebook, twitter etc.) are playing an imperative part.
Four major characteristics distinguish computer  mediated
communication (CMC) from face to face (FtF) communication. These
includes (1) increased inscrutability; (2) reduction of importance of
physical appearance (3) alleviation of finding others and (4)greater
control over the time and place of the interaction (Amichai-Hamburger,
2007; McKenna, Green, & Gleason, 2002).These distinguished factures
of CMC have played a major role in boosting SNSs’ communications
with the potential for a unique psychological environment but also
may make online social interaction appealing to particularly people
suffering from social anxieties (Buote, 2009).

Research literature on interpersonal relationships in daily
livings1as well as virtual world has examined peoples’ interactions a
byproduct of their personality traits.2Facebook offers instant access
to social interaction with a myriad of people (Urista, Dong, & Day,
2009). Personality factors influences the use of Facebook (Orr et al.,
2009; Ryan & Xenos, 2011; Swickert et al., 2002;Wolfradt & Doll,

1(Berry, Willingham, & Thayer, 2000)

2(Ryan & Xenos, 2011; Swickert, Hittner, Harris, & Herring, 2002;

Wolfradt & Doll, 2001)
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2001). Individuals may interact with others on the basis of their
personality characteristics (Amichai-Hamburger & Vinitzky, 2010; Ross
et al., 2009). Neuroticism has a tendency towards internet usage for
social interaction (Correa, Hinsley, & De Zuniga, 2010; Wolfradt &
Doll, 2001). Literature has also proposed that openness to experience
is the personality factor most likely to contribute in the usage of
Facebook to seek out new and novel experiences (Correa et al., 2010).
Contrary to this, recent research presented a vague role of openness
to experience in Facebook usage (Ellison, Steinfield, & Lampe, 2011;
Ross et al., 2009). Others reported that conscientiousness is negatively
associated to the use of internet (Swickert et al., 2002).

Though recent literature has considerably focused the
associations between personality traits and Facebook usage3, it seems
unrealistic to elucidate SNSs communication solely based on
personality traits(Klein, Lim, Saltz, & Mayer, 2004). Apart from the
potential influence of personality traits, significant other the factors
may contribute in SNSs communication. The purpose of the present
study is to investigate factors effecting SNSs communication
especially on Facebook in correspondence to FtF communication.

Literature shows that individual adopt different modes of
communication on the basis of their attachment patterns (Ellison &
Lampe, 2007). Individual with adult attachment styles might prefer
diverse ways of social interaction (FtF and CMC) (Baldwin, Keelan,
Fehr, & Koh-Rangarojoo, 2000). Individuals with secure attachment
style have high self-esteem, and fulfilling relationships, and prefer
FtF communication with others (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007). Contrary
to that, individuals with anxious attachment style have doubt, fear of
rejection, and worry that caregivers cannot be counted when needed
(Cassidy & Shaver, 2008). The individuals predominated by anxious
attachment style may prefer CMC.

3(Moore & McElroy, 2012; Ross et al., 2009; Ryan & Xenos, 2011)
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As the avoidant individuals espouse defensive distance,
denial of intimacy needs and diverting concentration away from
attachment related indications and feelings (Mikulincer & Shaver,
2007), they are expected to avoid both FtF interaction as well as CMC.
We assumed that people with predominantly avoidant attachment
style use Facebook for non-interactive communication, only visiting
others profile with commenting on others posting and profiles. It is
expected that insecure individuals’ need for affection and need to
belong to others may be met by CMC on SNSs like Facebook. On the
contrary, individuals with secure attachment patterns may either don’t
have any interest or don’t perceive any importance of independency
and privacy provided on Facebook (Rao & Madan, 2013).

Literature showing personality traits and attachment patterns
suggest that individuals with secure attachment patterns are also
high on extraversion, agreeableness, openness and
conscientiousness(Cassidy & Shaver, 2008). On the contrary,
individuals with insecure attachment patterns (anxious and avoidant)
are high on neuroticism(Cassidy & Shaver, 2008). As mentioned above,
previous research has addressed SNSs usage independently with
personality traits and attachment styles. Though associations
between personality traits and attachment styles are also well
established, the paucity to elucidate individuals’ social interaction
on SNSs remains inadequately answered partially due to not
addressing the interaction patterns. Present study is aimed to
investigate interacting patterns of associations between personality
dimensions and adult attachment styles to elucidate individuals’
behaviors on SNSs particularly on Facebook. We will address
individuals’ involvement in Facebook by focusing on the intensity of
Facebook usage (i.e., time individuals spend on Facebook), and social
interaction on Facebook. The study is aimed to determine unique
combinations of personality traits and attachment styles leading to
choose the alternative means of communication, and to develop an
understanding of excessive use or normal use of SNSs i.e., Facebook.
It will help to understand individuals’ choice for adopting alternative
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means of communication to meet the basic human need of belonging
by forming and maintaining potentially close, meaningful relationships
which they probably were not able to achieve otherwise. The
hypothesis of current study in adult attachment styles (secure, anxious
and avoidant) moderate the effect of personality traits and the
autonomy on Facebook usage (intensity, social interaction).

Method
Sample and procedure

A total of 383 adult university students (approximately 60%
females), age ranged 18-27 year with mean+ SD age (22.47 +2.91 years)
were recruited from different universities for the present study. Before
taking informed consent, participants were briefed about the purpose
of the research and anonymity of the data. Those who agreed to
participate were provided with questionnaire booklet containing
instructions, informed consent form, demographic sheet and
instruments of the study. Participants were approached individually
through Purposive sampling and on the criteria of Facebook usage

NEO-FFI (Five Factor Inventory).Personality traits were
accessed on NEO-FFI developed by Costa and McCare (1992). The
measure is based on five factor model, has well established
psychometrics and is widely used to access personality traits. It
consists of 60-items with five point Likert scale, and access personality
on five dimensions namely, Neuroticism, Extraversion, Openness,
Agreeableness and Conscientiousness with 12 items each. The
Chronbech’s alpha reliability of the study sample for dimensions of
NEO-FFI appeared to be.70, .61, .60, .50,and .70 for Neuroticism,
Extraversion, Openness, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness
respectively. Research is also indicating and supporting present study
that Agreeableness subscale of the NEO-FFI is low in most situations
compare to other subscales(Caruso, 2000).
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Adult Attachment Scale.To assess adult
attachment styles(Collins & Read, 1990) was used which consist of
18-items with 5-point Likert scale measuring three dimensions of
attachment namely secure attachment style, anxious attachment
style, and avoidant attachment style. The Cronbach alphas for the
subscales in present study are .53, .62, and .60 respectively. With
medium to high internal consistency, the scale is widely used and
has well established psychometrics though (Ravitz, Maunder,
Hunter, Sthankiya, & Lancee, 2010).

Facebook Usage Questionnaire.Participants’ behavior on
SNSs was accessed on Facebook usage questionnaire (Ross et al.,
2009). The questionnaire consisting 19 questions some of which further
have up to a maximum of 4 sub-questions, measures Facebook usage
both qualitatively and quantitatively. Questions on the quantitative
part can be further divided intotwo dimensions i.e., intensity of usage,
and social interaction on Facebook. Questions probing participants’
interest and involvement in Facebook were grouped together as
Intensity of Facebook usage scale. The scale consisted 7-items on a
5-point Likert scale accessing Facebook usage intensity. Example
items include “I feel I am part of Facebook community”. Another
grouping of items was extracted based on social interaction on
Facebook. The subscale named Social interaction consisted of 14-
items with a 9-point Likert scale covering various social activities on
Facebook from personal private communication (i.e., Facebook chat)
to open sharing (i.e., messages, comments, pictures, and wall postings
etc). In the present study, Chronbach’salpha reliability of the Facebook
intensity is .90 and Facebook social interaction is .86.

Results

Preliminary inspection of the data indicated that all study
variables scores normally distributed (i.e., Skewness& Kurtosis < 1).
Distribution across gender suggested significant differences on three
personality dimensions. As presented in table 1, females scored higher
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on openness, agreeableness, and conscientiousness (i.e., mean
differences 1.58, p<.01; 1.27, p<.05; and 2.5, p<.01 respectively). On
the other hand, gender differences on adult attachment styles indicated
high male scoring on two attachment styles i.e., secure attachment
style (mean difference 0.95, p<.01), and anxious attachment style (mean
difference 1.41, p<.01). A significant difference on Facebook usage for
social interaction (mean difference 8.90, p<.01) also indicated more
male Facebook usage for social interaction as compared to their female
counter parts.

Table 1

Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficients and Correlations
of NEO-FFI, Adult Attachment Styles (AAS), and Facebook Usage
Questionnaire (FBUQ) (N=383)

.No Variables 
N

o. of 
item 

Sk
ewness 0 1 2 3 

Age .10 06 .16** 03 07 17** 02 08 .06 .19** .07 .12*  

Gender 08 01 04 19** 13* 21** .14** .19* * .02 .07 .19** 

Income .08 05 04 01 08 .01 .10* .05 03 .08 

Neuroticism 70 01 .19** .11* .27** .27** .16** 43**  28** 10 07 

Extraversion 1 61 .02 24* * 16** 38* * 31* * .07 .13* 10*  06 

Openness 60 17 09 29* * 07 .12* .09 04 .05 

Agreeableness 2 50 31 24** 16** .35* * .28* * .12* .12* 

Conscientiousness 2 70 .07 18** .17* * .03 01 .07 

Secure  Attachment 80 02 .08 .21* * 01 .05 

0 Anxious  Attachment 53 .19 24** 04 09 

1 Avoidant  Attachment 62 44 07 10* 

2 
Facebook usage 

(Intensity) 60 15 44**  

3 
Facebook usage (Social 

interaction) 4 90 30 
*p<0.05,**p<.0.01 

M1 & M2Control variables (Age, Gender, and Monthly
income); Predictors (personality dimensions); Moderators
(Attachment styles)

M3.Control variables (Age, and Monthly income); Predictors
(personality dimensions); Moderator (Gender)
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Table 2
Descriptive statistics of demographic and all study

variables across gender (N = 383)

Study variables  
Male Female 

(383) 

95% 
CI  C

ohen’s d 
M(n) D 

M(
n) D L L 

Age  22.8
2 (152) .01 

22.
23 (229) .82 .92 .01 .19 

.
19 

Family income  5.58 
(151) 1.02 

7.6
6 (231) 3.68 .56 4.69 53 

.
15 

Neuroticism  23.9
0 (152) .10 

23.
88 (231) .71 02 1.08 .13 

.
01 

Extraversion 37.6
1 (151) .61 

38.
05 (231) .05 80 1.53 64 

.
08 

Openness  22.5
4 (150) .14 

24.
12 (231) .08 .66** 2.43 .72 

.
37 

Agreeableness  31.0
3 (148) .81 

32.
30 (229) .62 .54* 2.25 .28 

.
25 

Conscientiousness  37.4
4 (152) .82 

39.
95 (230) .83 .11** 3.70 1.31 

.
42 

Secure attachment 
style 

16.8
5 (151) .25 

15.
90 (231) .22 .77** 27 .61 

.
28 

Anxious attachment 
style 

14.9
5  (149) .45 

13.
54 (230) .51 .85** 68 .12 

.
39 

Avoidant 
attachment style 

15.5
8 (151) .44 

15.
46 (231) .89 31 .64 88 

.
03 

Facebook usage 
(Intensity) 

20.4
4 (148) .95 

19.
39 (230) .56 .36 .46 .57 

.
13 

Facebook usage 
(Social Interaction) 

64.5
8 (150) 2.70 

55.
68 (226) 2.28 .75** .23 3.57 

.
38 

 

As was expected, bivariate correlation presented in table 1
suggest significantly negative correlation between age and Facebook
usage for social interaction (r=-.12, p<.05). Age also appears to
correlate positively with agreeableness (r=.17, p<.01), and negatively
with neuroticism and avoidant attachment style (r=-.16, and r=-.20,
p<.01 respectively). In confirmation with differences in study variables
across gender, bivariate correlation also presented positive correlation
of gender with three personality dimension (i.e., openness,
agreeableness, and conscientiousness) and negative correlation with
two attachment styles (i.e, secure, and anxious) as well with Facebook
usage for social interaction. Monthly family income only negatively
correlated with anxious attachment style (r=-.10, p<.05). Correlations
between personality dimensions and attachment styles were low to
medium and in expected directions. Secure attachment style negatively
correlated with neuroticism (r=-.16, p<.05) whereas positively
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Predictors 

Dependent variables 

Facebook 
Usage (Intensity) 
M1 

Facebook Usage (Social 
Interaction) 

M2 M3 
?

R2 Β ?
R2  β ?

R2  β

Step 1 .
013  .

056  .
018  

Control variables       

Step 2 .
043  .

028  .
055  

Neuroticism  .
12*  .

04  -
0.11 

Extraversion  .
15*  .

14*  -
0.06* 

Openness  .
04  -

.01  0
.04 

Agreeableness  -
.10  -

.06  0
.11 

Conscientiousness  .
03  -

.03  -
0.01 

Secure Attachment Style  -
.01  -

.08   

Anxious Attachment Style  .
05  -

.03   

Avoidant Attachment Style  .
05  .

06   

Gender      -
0.08** 

Step 3 .
063  .

036  .
016  

Neuroticism x Secure 
attachment style  -

.23**  - -  

Extraversion x Secure 
attachment style  -  -

.16* -  

Extraversion x Gender  -  -  0
.37 

Total R2 .
119  .

 121  .
088  

 

Table 3
Hierarchical multiple linear regression analysis to predict

Facebook usage (intensity and social interaction) from interaction
between personality traits and attachment styles (N = 383

correlated with other personality dimensions (r rage = .16 to .31, p<.01)
except agreeableness. Anxious and avoidant attachment styles
positively correlated with neuroticism (r=.43, and r=.28; p<.01,
respectively). Anxious attachment style negatively correlated with all
other personality dimension (r rage = -.12 to -.35, p<.05) except
extraversion whereas avoidant attachment style negatively correlated
with two personality dimensions i.e., extraversion (r= -.13, p<.05), and
agreeableness (r=-.28, p<.01). In contradiction to our expectation
Facebook usage didn’t relate to adult attachment style though
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Facebook usage (intensity) waspositively related toextraversion
(r=.10, p<.5), and negatively related to agreeableness (r=.12, p<.05).
Social interaction on Facebookwas only negatively related to
agreeableness.

Figure 1:
Figure presenting moderating effect of gender for the relationship
between extraversion and Social interaction on Facebook

As per the objectives of the study moderation by attachment
styles on the relationship between personality dimensions and
Facebook usage were conducted through multiple linear regression
analysis. In the first step demographics (i.e., age, gender, and monthly
family income) were entered in regression equation. In the second
step all five personality dimensions along with all three attachment
styles were entered and in thethird step all fifteen interaction (5-IVs *
3-M) were entered in the regression equation. All interactions were
tested simultaneously to control covariance between predictors and
moderators and to precisely estimate effect of interactions. Separate
analyses were conducted for Facebook usage (i.e., intensity, and
social interaction).
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The results presented in table 3 suggested moderation by
secure attachment style for the effect of neuroticism on Facebook
intensity (β interaction = -.23, p<.01) explaining 6.3% additional variance
in Facebook usage (involvement). Secure attachment also moderated
effect of extraversion (β interaction = -.16, p<.05) on Facebook usage
(social interaction), and explained additional variance (3.6%)of social
interaction behavior of Facebook users. Mod graphs were formulated
to elaborate the moderation patterns which indicated interesting
patterns. As presented in Figure 1, there appeared a positive
relationship between neuroticism and Facebook usage (intensity) for
individuals with low secure attachment suggesting that neurotic
individuals with low secure attachment styles tend to get more involved
in Facebook. Contrary to that, the relationship between neuroticism
and Facebook usage appeared to be negative for individuals with
high secure attachment style. Similar patterns also appeared for the
relationship between extraversion and Facebook usage (social
interaction). Figure 2 suggested a steep positive relationship between
neuroticism and Facebook usage (social interaction) for individuals
with low secure attachment and the strength of the relationship
decreases as secure attachment style increases reaching almost to a
straight line for individuals with high secure attachment style. This
suggested that extroverts with low secure attachment styles tend to
have plenty of social interaction on Facebook, and this interacting
behavior decreases to a level of almost no relationship for individuals
having a high level of secure attachment style. In other words, for
individuals with high secure attachment style, extraversion doesn’t
predict social interaction behavior on Facebook.
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Figure 2:
Figure presenting moderating effect of secure attachment style for
the relationship between extraversion and non-interactive
involvement on Facebook

Figure 3:
Figure presenting moderating effect of secure attachment

style for the relationship between extraversion and Social interaction
on Facebook
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Discussion

The Purpose of the present study was to elaborate CMC on
social networking sites SNSs,particularly on Facebook. The study is
aimed to determine individuals’ involvement and social interaction
behavior on SNSs (i.e., Facebook usage – intensity, and social
interaction) based on distinguished characteristics of CMC (Amichai-
Hamburger, 2007; McKenna et al., 2002).Facebook is the most popular
and fastest growing social network. Though studies have tried to
explain individuals’ behavior on Facebook; most of the empirical
literature included one-dimensional models i.e., explaining individuals’
involvement and communication on Facebook using independent
predictors. We assumed communication on social networking sites
are as complex as is face to face communication and to explain
individuals’ behavior on SNSs, it is necessary to develop models
parallel to FtF communication.

The study is intended to add into the existing literature on
explaining individuals’ involvement and interaction on Facebook using
an interactive approach between predictors. In addition to exploring
Facebook usage as an outcome of personality dimensions, and adult
attachment styles, we assumed that attachment styles interact with
personality dimensions to serve distinguished characteristics of CMC.
In confirmation with existing literature, a preliminary analysis of our
data suggested that Facebook involvement is positively related to
extraversion (Wehrli, 2008)and negatively related to agreeableness. it
can be explained that extraverts have a higher need for social
encouragement and large networks, so they are more involved in
Facebook whereas agreeable individuals might not essentially be
driven to ascertain an on-line connection (Swickert et al., 2002).
Individuals scoring low on agreeableness are being self-centered,
spirited, irritable, and skeptical of other’s purpose and being more
involved on SNSs may better serve their purpose. Our results are in
contradiction with studies reporting agreeableness as central
characteristic of individuals aiming for proactive friendship on
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Facebook(Klein et al., 2004). Individuals scoring high on
agreeableness may prefer more direct ways of communication which
is also supported by a negative relationship between agreeableness
and social interaction on Facebook in our study. Our results that
indicated a positive relationship between avoidant attachment style
and social interaction on Facebook, confirmed our assumptions based
on second and third characteristic of SNSs’ communication i.e.,
reduction of importance of physical appearance, and alleviation of
finding others (Amichai-Hamburger, 2007; McKenna et al., 2002).
These two characteristics, social interaction on Facebook might be a
means of choice for individuals with predominately avoidant
attachment styles.

On the basis of second the characteristic distinguishing
CMC from FtF communication i.e., reduction of importance of physical
appearance (Amichai-Hamburger, 2007; McKenna et al., 2002); we
assumed that females may score high on Facebook social interaction.
Contrary to our assumption, preliminary analysis suggested that social
interaction on Facebook is high among males compare to females. An
explanation might be the absence of significant difference on
extraversion personality trait in the study sample. Studies suggest
that usually males are high on extraversion(Lynn & Martin,
1997)whereas in our sample there was no significant difference on
extraversion across gender. It can be concluded that exaggeration in
males score for social interaction on Facebook might be due to low
scores of males on extraversion personality trait.Figure 1 depicting
moderating role of gender for the relationship between extraversion
and Facebook usage for social interaction confirms our interpretation.
The figure suggests a steep decrease in Facebook usage for social
interaction as extraversion increases in male participants yet for
females’ extraversion personality trait appears to show no influence
on Facebook usage for social interaction.

In confirmation with earlier research, though our results
showed a direct effect of extraversion and neuroticism (Wolfradt &
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Doll, 2001)on Facebook usage, we assumed that the relationship is
not that simple. As we expected secure attachment style moderated
the effect of neuroticism on Facebook (intensity). The moderating
patterns confirmed our assumptions. As is presented in Figure 2, the
results suggested that with low levels of secure attachment, neuroticism
positively predicted Facebook usage and the strength of prediction
decreased as the secure attachment increased. Even, there appeared a
negative relationship between neuroticism and Facebook usage under
high levels of secure attachment. In other words, neuroticism is not a
define predictor of increase in Facebook involvement as is presented
in previous research, rather it interacts with other personal and
environmental factors to effect individuals involvement and behavior
on social networking sites.

Finally, though in confirmation with earlier research (Wolfradt
& Doll, 2001), results suggested that extraversion predicts social
interaction on Facebook yet the secure attachment style played a
major role. The positive relationship between extraversion and
Facebook usage is no surprise when explained in relation to secure
attachment style. As is evident from Figure 3, extravert individuals
prefer to use computer mediated communication on social networking
sites only if they have low secure attachment style. This also explains
the confusion aroused in preliminary analysis and confirms our
assumption regarding individuals’ communication behaviors on social
networking sites. As is evident from Figure 3, the relationship between
extraversion and Facebook social interaction decreases with an
increase in secure attachment style and even at the high level of secure
attachment style, the relationship become negative, suggesting that
extrovert individuals with a secure attachment style may prefer face-
to-face communication as compare to computer  mediated
communication.Personality traits and attachment patterns were
assessed only with self-report measure but further studies should
explore hidden factors that may be reflected by qualitative methods.
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